The program list shows all student candidates who have turned in an Intent to Graduate during the last 12 months. If you have recently graduated or are expecting to and don't find your name on this list, this may be for a number of reasons such as (A) an Intent to Graduate has not been submitted to Registrar, (B) outstanding requirements that need to be rectified, or (C) you have elected and requested to be publicly confidential on your Intent to Graduate form and will need to contact the Office of the Registrar to confirm. (This IS the name that will appear on diplomas.) This is not a walking list.

Past students from Spring 2020-Spring 2021 who are returning this semester to walk, will be required to register and confirm their degree information with the Office of Advancement to be included in the program. They can be reached at commencement@nmt.edu.
Alexander Gino Logan *
Adam D Lopez
Arsencia M Lucero **
Mario De Dios Marquez *** (Minor in Chemistry)
Brandon Thomas McReynolds ***
Danielsen Eduardo Moreno **
Muriel Morgan Olander
Brian Ortiz ***
Monica M Ramirez ***
Shane Michael Risio *** (Minors in Polymer Science and Chemistry)
James Christian Ruff **
Jalen Enrique Salas *** (Minor in Explosives Engineering)
Kaoru Shimada *

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
James Christian Ruff **
Filipp Edward Laudiano Salvador **

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry with Biochemistry Option
Alyssa Brooke Neal *

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Matthew James Bauman **
Jalan Samuel Brittain *
Christian M Campos-Mendoza
Jesus Gabriel Chavira *
Brayden Wade Fletcher
Dante Emilio Garcia
Jordan Shio Gonzales **
Brittney N Green ***
John Ryan Himes **
Isaiah I Jojola ***
Drew Daniel James Kajeeck ***
Santiago Antonio Lopez *
Vanessa Majalca *
Julian McPherson ***
Jessica M Mida
Elisabeth Denise Quan ***
Estela June Salinas
Daniella Renee Sanchez
Jonathan Marklew Taylor ***
Sudip Thapa **
Ryan T Vallejos ***

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Jonathan Catlett Arnold *
Alexander Christian Bair * (Minor in Mathematics)
Logan J Beverly
Victor Campos (Minor in History)
Tyler Brynn Charity *
Jiwan Chong **
Josiah Demitry Cury **
Brandon Shawn Dennis ***
Patrick Aaron Duane ** (Minor in Electrical Engineering)
Garrett C Evans *
Michael Mingyang Fan **
Alain J Fenton *
Timothy Tyler Goetsch *
Mitchell Diego Hayden
Byron Jacob Hooyman ***
Bryce Orion Jacobs *** (Minor in Biology)
Donovan Jenkins
Franklin F Keithley ** (Minor in Mathematics)
John E Leonard ***
Mya Patricia Longmire *
Marisa Antoinette Loraas **
Brandon Adonis Montano *
Orton Raymond Aliviado Nassaux ***
Douglas Scott Newquist *
Jen Marie Phifer *** (Minor in Mathematics)
Wesley Harlan Pick-Roth **
Matthew Robinson * (Minor in Mathematics)
Preston Boyd Ruff
Joseph Sarvash * (Minor in Mathematics)
Noah Peyton Schoonover ***
Myles L Willis *
Yumin Xu
Bachelor of Science in Earth Science
Megan Nicole Badonie **
Haley Mae Dietz ***
Nicholas George Rawson Harrison
Kiersten Rottendorf *
Ciera Rose King
Kelsey Madison Romero
Kyle T Stafford *
Ashley Marie Torres *
Connor James Whitman

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Roman G Baca **
Troy Andrew Boggs * (Minor in Optical Science & Engineering)
Zachay McDowell Bohumil *
Ryan Xavier Botko *
Quincy Bradfield *
Evan C Call *** (Minor in Optical Science & Engineering)
Stephanie Rose Carrillo **
Zia Dushan Dhawan ***
Corey Patrick Dotson ***
Diego Chavez Fristoe
Marshall Terry Gold **
McKenna D Gold **
Luke Piaart ** (Minor in Mathematics)
Nathan Odell Reynolds (Minor in Optical Science & Engineering)
Dominic James Romero **
Eric J. Sandoval
Troy Sims ***
Jordan Mateo Tesillo * (Minor in Optical Science & Engineering)
Alieta Marie Thompson * (Minors in History and Mathematics)
Christopher Lee Voelkel ***
Andrew J Zamora ** (Minor in Mathematics)

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
Nnenna Daniel Ajama **
Jamie Rae Barraclough **
Joshua M. Chavez **
Lucas Benjamin Ford
Isaiah N Gurule *
Tyanna Watchman

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science with Biology Option
Kathryn Canady Bosley * (Minor in Biology)

Bachelor of Science in Information Technology
Kevin Donaghey Helfert
Nathan R Jones
Spencer Merril
Joseph Sarvash *

Bachelor of Science in Management
Dorothy Elaine Duran ***
Christopher David Nance (Minor in Education)

Bachelor of Science in Materials Engineering
Javier Paolo Ambrose **
Spencer Curtis Deathenage *
Reilly John-Charles Knox *** (Minor in Mathematics)
Skyler Travis Matteson **
Nathan David Salas ***

Bachelor of Science in Materials Engineering with Biomaterials Engineering Option
Gabriel Avilucea (Minor in Chemistry)
Enrico Jerome Malcolm

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
Connor Lucas Butler * (Minor in Mechanical Engineering)
Christian William Hackett *
Micaiah Keintz *
Elijah Pelofske * (Minor in Computer Science)
Ryan C Reed *

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Samuel Arellano ***
Bachelor of Science in Mineral Engineering
Julienne Mamaita Aboa Essomba
James Axel Hogan *
Dustin Shane Southway *
Luis Tejada Arata *
Scott Michael Toomer

Bachelor of Science in Petroleum & Natural Gas Engineering
Hersonamoretti Cruz Leines *
Hesham Salah El-Shazly
Kevin D. George Jr. *
Richard Allen Haverland **
Isai Ontivens Mena

Bachelor of Science in Physics
Noah Fuge D’Antonio
Kody Gareth Gray ***
Jihanene Idaly Huying-Melendrez ** (Minor in Mathematics)
Cameron J Klotz (Minor in Mathematics)
Andrew G Kotoski * (Minor in Mathematics)
Keith Raymond Lucero **
Samuel Garrett Privett *
Alannah T Vasquez

Bachelor of Science in Physics with Astrophysics Option
Isaac Reed Edelman * (Minor in Mathematics)
Francisco-Rey Albert Pedroza * (Minor in Mathematics)
Ryan C Reed *  
Spencer Alexander Riley * (Minor in Mathematics)  
Lucian J Sahd ***  
Anna Elizabeth Smith **

**Bachelor of Science in Physics with Astrophysics & Atmospheric Physics Option**  
Spencer Alexander Riley * (Minor in Mathematics)

**Bachelor of Science in Psychology**  
Evonne M Boldt **  
Augusta Reylea Edwards  
Yuran Ma  
Carly Danielle Read ***

**Bachelor of Science in Technical Communication**  
Lizeth Guadalupe Anaya-Ojeda **  
Benjamin Donald Brennan *  
Quinn Elise Bustos *  
Riana Foley *  
Anastasia O Heau *

**Graduate Certificate in Cybersecurity Certificate**  
Joshua Craft  
Jennifer Anne Huerta  
Anhao Xiang

**Graduate Certificate in Explosives Engineering**  
Jacob Fuerst

**Graduate Certificate in Secondary Alternative License**  
Felipe Romero  
Ryan D Romero

**Master of Engineering in Materials Engineering**  
Catherine Raye Groves  
Lebelo W. Haletslassie  
Jonah M Katz  
Kristian Renee Martindale

**Master of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering with Specialization in Explosives Engineering**  
David Hernandez  
Jeffery Wayne Johnston  
Joseph Martinez  
Stephen Newman Palmer  
Justin Kerr Peters

**Master of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering with Specialization in Fluid & Thermal Sciences**  
Caleb Douglas Jaquish

**Master of Engineering Management**  
Reyes Daniel Duran  
Felix A Sauceda  
Thomas Stepan  
Zulkra Tejan-Kella

**Master of Science in Biology**  
Bridie Alexander-Lawrie  
Catherine Victoria Batchelder  
Betty Anne Fish  
Katherine Quinn Persinger  
Kasandra Diane Velarde

**Master of Science in Computer Science**  
Alexander Martin Benson  
Brandon Bicknell  
Armando Nickles Juarez Jr  
Isaiah M Ljostand  
Jacob Marks  
Siavash Norouzi  
Craig Lee Rasband Jr.  
Sean Salinas  
Sushil Thapa  
Anhao Xiang
Master of Science in Computer Science with Specialization in Information Technology
Md Helaluddin
Manjusha Raavi

Master of Science in Civil & Environmental Engineering
Charlotte R Dungan

Master of Science in Transdisciplinary Cybersecurity
Shadron Emil Gudmunson
Casey Dean Haynes (Minor in Music)

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Justus Christian Engstrom
Owana Mariza Moushi
Sandip Rai
Tyler Dean Werne

Master of Science in Geology
Tyler Cantrell
Robert Spencer Hollingworth
Samuel Gregory Martin

Master of Science in Geophysics
Reilly Mathew Blocho
Kimberley Kayle Haar
Jonathan Preston Schmidt
Bryan R Thomas

Master of Science in Hydrology
Beth Ann M. Eberle
Elizabeth Lee Evenocheck
Katie Mcain
Sharllyn Memeses Pimentel
Sarah Elaine Reuter
Jason Dylan Simmons

Master of Science in Materials Engineering
Robert Raymond Calvo
Audrey Summers Campbell
Nicholas Anthony Goodwin II
William Hale
Brian Matthew Kowalski
Philip Stewart Mantos
Albert A. Morales
Kiri Lynn Welsh
Noah Aaron White

Master of Science in Materials Engineering with Biomaterials Engineering Option
Noah Bruno Manz

Master of Science in Mathematics with Specialization in Industrial Math
Tyler Wayne Hester

Master of Science in Mathematics with Specialization in Operations Research & Statistics
Rozrikk Chu Abo-abo
Evelyn-Pearl Fosua Akwanteey
Abu Saleh Mosa Faisal
Destiny Graham
Krishna N Marentes

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Cameron A Sellers
Grace A Tenorio
Anastasia Dawn Western

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering with Specialization in Explosives Engineering
Mackenzie Leigh Alameda
Jason Michael Falls
Bradley C Miller
Dylan Chance Purcell
Brandon D Rowell

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering with Specialization in Fluid & Thermal Sciences
Christopher Harold Frederick  
*Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering with Specialization in Mechatronics Systems & Robotics*
Bawana Niyem Mawenbe  
Steven Douglas Lukow  
Aaron James Mela

Gabriel David Maestas  
Dillon Mann  
Ernest Miramontes-Carrera

*Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering with Specialization in Solid Mechanics*

Monoko Richard Daligou  
Hector E Garcia  
Faustin N Kumah

*Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering with Specialization in Geotechnical Engineering & Geomechanical Engineering*
Carmin Montserrat Vazquez

*Master of Science in Mineral Engineering with Specialization in Geotechnical Engineering & Geomechanical Engineering*
Hamid Ranjesh Adarmanabadi

Nicholas Brodeur  
John Booker Grab

*Master of Science in Petroleum Engineering*
Samuel Appiah Acheampong  
Benjamin Adu-Gyanfi  
Mubarek Alpkiray  
Vincent Dopgima Dohmatob  
Emmanuel Gyimah  
Hieu Trung Le  
Jiarong Li  
Loc K Luong  
Thinh K. On  
Quadri Wahab  
Xiangrui Zhang

*Master of Science in Physics*
Thomas M Gaudin  
Mariam Rose Mojtabai  
Catherine A. O’Neill

*Master of Science in Physics with Specialization in Instrumentation*
Dana Mailani Neal

*Master of Science for Teachers*
Rachel Marie Bartram  
Salomon Maestas

*Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry*
Ekanayaka Wasala Mudiyanse Ellepola  
Suanthia Kamara Ganegamage  
Shahriare Hossain  
Amadini Mendis Jayasinghe  
Dumindu Chanaka Premachandra

*Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science*
Amir Mirzaeinia

*Doctor of Philosophy in Earth & Environmental Science with Dissertation in Geophysics*
Rhiannon Elizabeth Vieceli

*Doctor of Philosophy in Earth & Environmental Science with Dissertation in Hydrology*
Kyle Anderson Stark

*Doctor of Philosophy in Mathematics with Dissertation in Applied & Industrial Mathematics*
John Richard Chilleri

*Doctor of Philosophy in Petroleum Engineering*
Marcia Donna McMillan